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We have performed the semilocal and hybrid density-functional theory (DFT) studies of the Sn/Ge(111)
surface to identify the origin of the observed insulating
√
3×
√
3 phase below ∼30 K. Contrasting with the
semilocal DFT calculation predicting a metallic 3×3 ground state, the hybrid DFT calculation including van
der Waals interactions shows that the insulating ferrimagnetic structure with
√
3×
√
3 structural symmetry is
energetically favored over the metallic 3×3 structure. It is revealed that the correction of self-interaction error
with a hybrid exchange-correlation functional gives rise to a band-gap opening induced by a ferrimagnetic
order. The results manifest that the observed insulating phase is attributed to the Slater mechanism via itinerant
magnetic order rather than the hitherto accepted Mott-Hubbard mechanism via electron correlations.
PACS numbers: 71.30.+h, 73.20.At, 75.50.Gg
Two-dimensional (2D) electronic systems formed at crys-
tal surfaces have attracted much attention because of their in-
triguing physical phenomena such as charge density waves
(CDW), magnetic order, Mott insulators, and 2D supercon-
ductivity [1–3]. One of the most popular quasi-2D systems
is the
√
3×
√
3 phase formed by the 1/3-monolayer adsorp-
tion of group IV metal atoms, Sn or Pb, on the Si(111) or
Ge(111) surface [4–12]. Here, adatoms locating at T4 sites
[Fig. 1(a)] saturate all the dangling bonds (DBs) of Si or
Ge surface atoms, leaving a single DB for each adatom [13].
Since these DB electrons are separated as far as ∼7 A˚, the re-
sulting narrow half-filled DB band is likely to invoke various
instabilities and strong electron correlations.
We here focus on a prototypical example of quasi-2D sys-
tems, Sn/Ge(111). Below∼220 K, this system undergoes a re-
versible phase transition from a
√
3×
√
3R30◦ (hereafter des-
ignated as
√
3×
√
3) structure to a 3×3 structure [14]. This
phase transition was initially interpreted in terms of a sur-
face CDW formation stabilized by electron correlation ef-
fects in the
√
3×
√
3 structure [14, 15]. However, the high-
temperature
√
3×
√
3 phase was later explained as a dynam-
ical effect in which inequivalent Sn atoms interchange their
vertical positions [16–18]: i.e., the three Sn atoms [up (U) and
down (D) atoms in Fig. 1(b)] of two different heights within
the 3×3 structure fluctuate between two positions as tempera-
ture increases, apparently showing a
√
3×
√
3 structural sym-
metry [18]. Nevertheless, the ground state of Sn/Ge(111)
is still subject to much debate because, as the temperature
further decreases to ∼30 K, various experimental techniques
such as scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), low-energy
electron diffraction, and angle-resolved photoemission spec-
troscopy (ARPES) explored a phase transition from the 3×3
structure to a new
√
3×
√
3 structure where three Sn atoms in
3×3 unit cell have an equivalent height [19]. This structural
phase transition was observed to accompany simultaneously
a metal-insulator transition (MIT) [19]. However, previous
density-functional theory (DFT) studies [20–25] with the lo-
cal density approximation (LDA) and generalized gradient ap-
proximation (GGA) predicted that the √3×√3 structure was
not only metallic but also less stable than the 3×3 structure,
thereby failing to describe the electronic and energetic prop-
erties of the observed insulating
√
3×
√
3 phase. To resolve
this problem of LDA, Profeta and Tosatti [4] took into ac-
count Coulomb interactions (Hubbard U) using the LDA + U
scheme. They found that electron correlations can stabilize
a magnetic insulator with
√
3×
√
3 structural symmetry, indi-
cating a Mott-Hubbard insulating ground state. On the other
hand, Flores et al. pointed out that the effect of electron corre-
lations cannot induce a transition to a Mott insulating ground
state [22]. Thus, it remains elusive whether the formation of
the insulating phase of Sn/Ge(111) is attributed to electron
correlations [26].
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FIG. 1: (Color on line) (a) Top and (b) side views of the metallic
3×3 structure of Sn/Ge(111). The side view of the insulating ferri-
magnetic structure is given in (c). The dark and gray circles represent
Sn and Ge atoms, respectively. U and D in (b) represent the up and
down Sn atoms, respectively. The Sn atoms are located at the T4 site,
i.e., a single threefold hollow site above a second layer Ge atom. For
distinction, Ge atoms in the subsurface layers are drawn with small
circles. In (a), the 3×3 and √3×√3 unit cells are indicated by the
solid and dashed lines, respectively. The x and z directions in (b) are
[112] and [111], respectively.
In the present work, we propose a new origin of the ob-
served insulating phase in Sn/Ge(111) due to itinerant mag-
netism. This magnetically driven insulating phase via an itin-
erant single-electron approach is characterized as a Slater in-
Typeset by REVTEX
2sulator [27]. It is found that the DB states of Sn atoms exhibit
an itinerant character because of their significant hybridiza-
tion with the Ge surface states, differing from the case of the
previously proposed Mott-Hubbard insulator [4] where each
DB electron was treated to be localized at Sn adatom site. We
note that the LDA and GGA tend to stabilize artificially delo-
calized electronic states due to their inherent self-interaction
error (SIE), because delocalization reduces the spurious self-
repulsion of electron [28, 29]. In this regard, previous LDA
and GGA calculations for Sn/Ge(111) may overestimate the
stability of the metallic 3×3 structure [20–25]. It is, therefore,
very interesting to examine if the observed insulating phase
can be predicted by the correction of SIE with an exchange-
correlation functional beyond the LDA or GGA.
In this Letter, we present a new theoretical study for
Sn/Ge(111) based on the hybrid DFT scheme including
van der Waals (vdW) [30] interactions (termed DFT+vdW
scheme). We find that the correction of SIE with the hybrid
exchange-correlation functional of Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof
(HSE) [31] stabilizes the insulating ferrimagnetic (FI) struc-
ture where the band-gap opening occurs by a FI spin order-
ing of three Sn atoms within the 3×3 unit cell. Here, the
buckling of three Sn atoms is suppressed to show apparently
a
√
3×
√
3 structural symmetry, and the stability of the FI
structure is further enhanced by the inclusion of vdW inter-
actions. The calculated magnetic moment of the FI structure
is well distributed over Sn adatoms as well as Ge substrate
atoms, giving rise to a magnitude of 1 µB per 3×3 unit cell.
It is thus demonstrated that the observed insulating phase in
Sn/Ge(111) can be represented as a Slater insulator through
itinerant magnetism, not as the previously [4] proposed Mott-
Hubbard insulator by Coulomb interactions U .
The present semilocal and hybrid DFT calculations were
performed using the FHI-aims [32] code for an accurate,
all-electron description based on numeric atom-centered or-
bitals, with “tight” computational settings. For the exchange-
correlation energy, we employed the GGA functional of
Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [33] as well as the hybrid
functional of HSE [31]. The k-space integration was done
with the 15×15 and 9×9 uniform meshes in the surface Bril-
louin zones of the
√
3×
√
3 and 3×3 unit cells, respectively.
The Ge(111) substrate was modeled by a 6-layer slab with
∼34 A˚ of vacuum in between the slabs [34]. Here, we used the
optimized Ge lattice constants a0 = 5.783, 5.718, and 5.667 A˚
for the PBE, HSE, and HSE+vdW calculations, respectively.
The HSE+vdW lattice constant [35, 36] agrees most with the
experimental value of 5.658 A˚ [37]. Each Ge atom in the bot-
tom layer was passivated by one H atom. All atoms except
the bottom layer were allowed to relax along the calculated
forces until all the residual force components were less than
0.02 eV/A˚. The employed HSE+vdW scheme was success-
fully applied to determine the energy stability of the metallic
and insulating phases in indium nanowires on Si(111) [38].
We begin to optimize the nonmagnetic (NM) √3×√3 and
3×3 structures using the PBE functional. The optimized top
and side views of the 3×3 structure are displayed in Fig.
TABLE I: Calculated total energies (in meV per√3×√3 unit cell) of
the 1U2D, FM, and FI structures relative to the NM
√
3×
√
3 struc-
ture. For comparison, the previous LDA and GGA results are also
given.
1U2D FM FI
PBE −10.1 − −
HSE+vdW −31.6 −18.7 −37.7
LDA (Ref. [21]) −5 − −
LDA (Ref. [24]) −7.5 − −
LDA (Ref. [4]) −9 − −
GGA (Ref. [17]) −5 − −
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FIG. 2: (Color on line) (a) Surface band structure of the 1U2D struc-
ture computed using the PBE functional. The spin-polarized surface
band structure of the FI structure computed using the HSE+vdW
scheme is given in (b). The band dispersions are plotted along the
symmetry lines of the Brillouin zone of the 3×3 unit cell [see the in-
set in (a)]. The Γ-M line corresponds to [112] direction. The charge
characters of the DB states at the Γ point are also displayed with an
isosurface of 0.006 e/A˚3. The energy zero represents the Fermi level.
The majority and minority bands in (b) are drawn with the solid and
dashed lines, respectively.
1(a) and 1(b), respectively. It is seen that the U atom posi-
tions higher than the two D atoms by 0.35 A˚, in good agree-
ment with those (ranging from 0.26 to 0.36 A˚) of previous
DFT studies [4, 20–25, 39]. This so-called 1U2D structure
is more stable than the NM
√
3×
√
3 structure by 10.1 meV
per
√
3×
√
3 unit cell, which is well comparable with previ-
ous DFT results (see Table I). As shown in Fig. 1S of the
Supplemental Material [40] [Fig. 2(a)], the calculated band
structure for the NM
√
3×
√
3 (1U2D) structure exhibits the
3presence of occupied DB state(s) at the Fermi level, indicating
a metallic feature. It is revealed that the charge characters of
the DB states in the 1U2D structure [see Fig. 2(a)] represent
a charge transfer from the D to the U atoms [24]. This charge
transfer gives rise to a reduced Coulomb repulsion between Sn
DB electrons, resulting in a more stabilization over the NM√
3×
√
3 structure. Our spin-polarized PBE calculations were
not able to find any spin ordering within the
√
3×
√
3 and 3×3
unit cells. Thus, we can say that the semilocal DFT scheme
with the PBE functional cannot predict the insulating
√
3×
√
3
phase observed below ∼30 K [19].
It is noteworthy that a recent high-resolution photoemission
study [5] for the Sn 4d core level of the metallic 3×3 struc-
ture resolved three components, which were assigned to each
of the three Sn atoms within the 3×3 unit cell. On the basis
of this photoemission data together with STM images, Tejeda
et al. [5] concluded that the two D atoms position at slightly
different heights, forming an inequivalent-down-atoms (IDA)
structure. Our PBE calculation shows that the IDA struc-
ture with a height difference of ∼0.03 A˚ between the two D
atoms is almost degenerate in energy (less than 0.1 meV per
Sn atom) with the 1U2D structure, consistent with a previous
LDA calculation [39]. For the 1U2D and IDA structures, we
calculate the Sn 4d core-level shifts using initial-state theory,
where the shift is defined by the difference of the eigenval-
ues of the Sn 4d core level at different sites. The results are
displayed in Fig. 3 and compared to the photoemission exper-
iment [5]. We find that each Sn 4d core level is split into three
sublevels, i.e., the degenerate Cd1 (Cd2) sublevel arising from
the dxy and dx2−y2 (dyz and dxz) orbitals and the Cd3 sublevel
from the dz2 orbital. Note that such a crystal field splitting
is conspicuous for the two D atoms but negligible for the U
atom. On the basis of the calculated initial-state core levels,
the observed C1, C2, and C3 components (see Fig. 3) can be
associated with the three sublevels of the U atom, Cd1 of the
two D atoms, and Cd2 and Cd3 of the two D atoms, respec-
tively. Thus, we can say that the observed two components
of higher binding energy are attributed to the effect of crys-
tal field splitting [41] on the Sn 4d core levels of the two D
atoms, rather than to different core levels for the two inequiv-
alent D atoms in the IDA structure [5]. The initial-state theory
for the 1U2D (IDA) structure shows that the Cd1 , Cd2 , and
Cd3 sublevels for the two D atoms shift to higher binding en-
ergy by 155 (157±1), 237 (238±2), and 256 (257±3) meV,
respectively, relative to the average value of three sublevels
for the up atom. These shifts are smaller than those (230±40
and 390±40 meV) of C2 and C3 relative to C1, which were
resolved from the high-resolution photoemission spectra [5].
This difference of Sn 4d core-level shifts between the initial-
state theory and the photoemission experiment may reflect the
final-state screening effects [42].
In order to provide an explanation for the observed insu-
lating
√
3×
√
3 phase, Profeta and Tosatti [4] performed the
LDA + U calculation to propose the Mott-Hubbard insulator,
where the inclusion of electron correlations strongly modi-
fies the ground state of Sn/Ge(111) from a NM 3×3 metal
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FIG. 3: (Color on line) Calculated Sn 4d surface core-level shifts of
the 1U2D and IDA structures, in comparison with the high-resolution
photoemission experiment [5]. The shifts for the two D atoms (D1
and D2) are given with respect to the average of the three sublevels
for the U atom. The positive sign indicates a shift to higher binding
energy. The five d orbitals of the D1 atom are displayed with an
isosurface of ±0.2 (e/A˚3)1/2.
to a magnetic insulator with
√
3×
√
3 structural symmetry [4].
Here, the FI spin order in the Mott-Hubbard insulating state
was stabilized within a localized or Heisenberg picture where
an unpaired electron was localized at each Sn adatom site with
a spin moment of 1 µB. This localized picture for magnetism
contrasts with the present itinerant or Slater magnetism where
the magnetic moment is well delocalized over Sn adatoms
as well as Ge substrate atoms, as discussed below. Since
the Sn DB state is largely delocalized through hybridization
with the Ge surface states [see Fig. 2(a)], the SIE inherent
to the PBE functional may cause the incorrect prediction of
the metallic 3×3 structure as a ground state. To circumvent
such an over-delocalization of Sn DB electrons, we use the
HSE+vdW scheme to optimize the NM and magnetic struc-
tures of Sn/Ge(111). The calculated total energies of the
1U2D, FI, and ferromagnetic (FM) structures relative to the
NM-
√
3×
√
3 structure are given in Table I. We find that the
FI structure is energetically favored over the 1U2D and FM
ones by 6.1 and 19.0 meV per
√
3×
√
3 unit cell, respectively.
The optimized geometry of the FI structure is shown in Fig.
1(b), where the buckling of three Sn atoms within the 3×3
unit cell is suppressed to become flat, leading to a
√
3×
√
3
structural symmetry [43]. In Fig. 2(b), the calculated band
structure of the FI structure shows a band-gap opening of 71
meV, in good agreement with the ARPES measurement of 60
meV [19]. Therefore, the present HSE+vdW calculation pre-
4dicts an insulating FI ground state with
√
3×
√
3 structural
symmetry, consistent with the observed insulating
√
3×
√
3
phase [19].
Since the total energy obtained from the HSE+vdW calcu-
lation is composed of the HSE energy (EHSE) and the vdW
energy (EvdW), the total energy difference between the 1U2D
and FI structures can be divided into the two components,
∆EHSE and ∆EvdW. For this decomposition, we obtain ∆EHSE
= 4.9 meV [44], which is larger than ∆EvdW = 1.2 meV. Thus,
we can say that the correction of SIE with the HSE functional
gives a more dominant contribution to the stabilization of the
insulating FI structure over the metallic 1U2D structure, com-
pared to that from vdW interactions.
Figure 2(b) also shows the charge characters of the spin-up
(denoted as S1↑ and S3↑) and spin-down (S2↓) DB states in the
FI structure. It is revealed that S1↑ and S3↑ represent some hy-
bridization of two DB electrons. All of the three DB states
strongly hybridize with the pz orbitals of the surface and sub-
surface Ge atoms. This strong hybridization gives rise to a
large delocalization of spin moments up to deeper Ge atomic
layers (see Fig. 4). The sum (m) of the spin moments of
Sn atoms or Ge atoms in each layer is also given in Fig. 4.
Here, the spin moment of each atom is calculated by Mul-
liken analysis. We find that the Sn layer has m = 0.22 µB,
while the first and third Ge layers have m = 0.40 and 0.22
µB, respectively, which are significantly larger than those ob-
tained from other Ge layers. Note that the total spin moment
is 1 µB per 3×3 unit cell. The result of a large spin delocaliza-
tion over Sn atoms and Ge substrate atoms contrasts with the
case of the previously proposed Mott-Hubbard insulator [4]
where each Sn atom has a localized spin moment of 1 µB as a
consequence of electron correlations. It is remarkable that the
present FI order is determined by an itinerant single-electron
approach with the correction of SIE, thereby representing a
Slater insulator driven by itinerant magnetism.
(µ  )Bm
Sn layer 0.22
1st Ge layer 0.40
2nd Ge layer 0.03
3rd Ge layer 0.22
4th Ge layer 0.04
5th Ge layer 0.05
6th Ge layer 0.03
FIG. 4: (Color on line) Spin density of the FI structure. The majority
(minority) spin density is displayed in dark (bright) color with an iso-
surface of 0.01 (−0.01) e/A˚3. The sum (m) of the spin moments of Sn
atoms or Ge atoms in each layer is also given. For the spin moment
of each Ge atom, see Table IS of the Supplemental Material [40].
We note that the total energy difference ∆E between the
metallic 1U2D structure and the insulating FI structure is
6.1 meV per Sn atom. Although the MIT temperature can
be predicted by the precise entropy-related free energy dif-
ference (T∆S) between the 1U2D and the FI structures, we
roughly estimate it by considering only the electronic con-
tribution to the entropy, as done by Profeta and Tosatti [4].
Assuming that the FI structure has a lack of spin entropy
and a charge gap, T ∆S was approximated to γT 2 where γ is
the electronic specific heat coefficient (roughly of order ∼0.1
meV/site K2) [4, 45]. We thus estimate the MIT temperature
as∼8 K, which is somewhat below the observed MIT temper-
ature of ∼30 K [19]. This deviation of the MIT temperature
may reflect that the 1U2D and FI structures have different vi-
brational contributions to the entropy, which are not taken into
account in T ∆S.
In conclusion, our semilocal and hybrid DFT calculations
showed the different predictions for the ground state of the
Sn/Ge(111) surface. Contrasting with the PBE functional
predicting a metallic 3×3 ground state, the HSE functional
showed that the correction of SIE cures the delocalization
error to predict an insulating FI ground state with
√
3×
√
3
structural symmetry. We found that the magnetic moment of
the FI structure is well distributed over Sn adatoms as well
as Ge substrate atoms. It is thus demonstrated that the ob-
served insulating phase in Sn/Ge(111) can be represented as
a Slater insulator through itinerant magnetism rather than a
Mott-Hubbard insulator driven by Coulomb interactions. We
notice that the Sn/Si(111) surface has also been much stud-
ied to determine its exact crystallographic arrangement, elec-
tronic structure, and ground state [9, 10]. Similar to the
present case of Sn/Ge(111), we anticipate that the correction
of SIE would be of importance to describe the structural, elec-
tronic, and energetic properties of the isoelectronic Sn/Si(111)
system.
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